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Abstract
Scalable cache coherence solutions are imperative to drive
the many-core revolution forward. To fully realize the massive
computation power of these many-core architectures, the communication substrate must be carefully examined and streamlined. There is tension between the need for an ordered interconnect to simplify coherence and the need for an unordered
interconnect to provide scalable communication. In this work,
we propose a coherence protocol, Virtual Tree Coherence
(VTC), that relies on a virtually ordered interconnect. Our virtual ordering can be overlaid on any unordered interconnect to
provide scalable, high-bandwidth communication. Specifically,
VTC keeps track of sharers of a coarse-grained region, and
multicasts requests to them through a virtual tree, employing
properties of the virtual tree to enforce ordering amongst
coherence requests. We compare VTC against a commonly used
directory-based protocol and a greedy-order protocol extended
onto an unordered interconnect. VTC outperforms both of these
by averages of 25% and 11% in execution time respectively
across a suite of scientific and commercial applications on
16 cores. For a 64-core system running server consolidation
workloads, VTC outperforms directory and greedy protocols
with average runtime improvements of 31% and 12%.

1. Introduction
As transistor scaling affords chip architects the ability
to place more and more cores on-chip, the coherence and
communication substrates are going to become a significant
performance bottleneck. Already we are seeing dozens of cores
available on-chip from Intel [34] and Tilera [35]. Efficient
coherence mechanisms are required to continue scaling these
systems into the future.
Throughout literature, there are two predominant classes
of cache coherence, broadcast-based protocols and directorybased protocols. Both these forms of coherence protocols exhibit problems for emerging many-core chip multiprocessors.
Broadcast protocols do not scale well in performance and
power since they rely on a central ordering point for all
coherence requests and flood the interconnect with broadcast
requests. Directory protocols provide greater scalability by
distributing the ordering points to various directories; but
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latency penalties are paid for traveling to and accessing these
ordering points. In large multi-chip multiprocessor systems, it
is fairly easy to add extra bits to memory for directory storage
and use directories to build scalable coherence protocols.
However, to make performance acceptable for on-chip usage,
directory information must be stored on-chip (not as part of
off-chip memory as is done in distributed systems). Caching
directory information on-chip represents substantial overhead;
this additional area could be better utilized for other CMP
components such as the core itself.
In [22], significant directory cache miss rates were observed for commercial workloads (up to 74%). Directory cache
miss rates will become an even more significant performance
problem with server consolidation workloads. Multiple server
workloads sharing the same resources on chip will touch
large amounts of memory, placing enormous pressure on these
directory caches. So, while directory protocols do provide
designers with scalability; they do so with significant performance degradations when directory indirections and directory
misses are factored in.
Even with hundreds to thousands of cores on-chip, in
the common case, only a few processors need to observe
a given coherence request. With the single-writer, multiplereader protocol invariant, only cores that are actively caching
a block need to be made aware of a pending write to that block.
Since providing global coherence, such as a broadcast, across
thousands of nodes is impractical from both a performance and
a power standpoint, a logical solution is to maintain coherence
amongst just the current subset of readers. Infrequently, it will
be the case that every core on-chip does need to observe a
coherence request; this case must be handled correctly but not
necessarily quickly.
In short, to address these key shortcomings of broadcast and
directory-based protocols, the desirable properties for scalable
on-chip coherence are:
• Limit coherence actions to the necessary subset of
nodes: This will reduce power consumption and interconnect pressure.
• Fast cache-to-cache transfers: Send request to sharers
as quickly as possible avoiding overheads of directory
indirections.
• Limited bandwidth overhead: Limit unnecessary broadcasts to entire chip; only communicate amongst the subset
of sharers where coherence needs to be maintained.
• Limited storage overhead: Make efficient use of on-chip
directory cache storage and cache tag array storage.
The need for scalable coherence is not a new one; however,

the tight integration and the abundance of on-chip resources
provide a new set of opportunities in which to explore this
significant challenge. The tight coupling and integration of
dozens of computation elements on-chip necessitates the codesign of various components of the memory hierarchy. This
work specifically leverages the important interplay of the onchip interconnection network and the cache coherence protocol
to achieve scalable on-chip coherence.
Specifically, in this paper, we propose Virtual Tree Coherence (VTC), which targets and achieves each of the above
attributes of an ideal scalable on-chip coherence protocol:
Limit coherence actions to the necessary subset of nodes:
We use virtual trees to connect and order sharers, with requests
multicast through these virtual trees so coherence actions are
usually limited to true sharers and not broadcast to all nodes.
These virtual trees are the virtual circuit trees recently proposed to support efficient multicasting in on-chip networks [14]
and can be mapped onto any unordered interconnect, thus
enabling scaling to many-core chips.
Fast cache-to-cache transfers: The root of each virtual tree
is used as the ordering point where all requests are first sent to
and ordered, much like the home node of a vanilla directory
protocol. However, as the root is one of the sharers and not a
statically mapped home node that may be far away, the cost
of indirection is reduced considerably.
Limited bandwidth overhead: By multicasting coherence
only to the current sharers, VTC avoids the bandwidth overhead of broadcast-based protocols, while approaching their
benefit of fast cache-to-cache transfers.
Limited storage overhead: VTC allocates virtual trees for
sharers of coarse-grained regions [9], [26], rather than per
cache line. The sharers of each region are tracked in local
structures and are guaranteed to completely capture all current
sharers of a region. Tracking on a coarse granularity allows
VTC to reduce the state that needs to be maintained, and limits
storage overhead.
We show that VTC improves performance by an average
of 25% (16-core) and 31% (64-core) over a directory protocol
and reduces interconnect bandwidth by an average of 35% (16core) and 68% (64-core) over a broadcast protocol.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: background
information on the underlying interconnection network and
recent coarse grain optimizations is provided in Section 2.
The proposed coherence ordering mechanism, Virtual Tree
Coherence is explained in Section 3 with its implementation
details discussed in Section 4. Results are presented in Section
5 followed by related work in Section 6. Finally the paper is
concluded in Section 7.

region), more optimizations can be enabled. A region is defined
as a contiguous portion of memory consisting of a power of
two number of cache blocks. A cache line address maps to
one and only one region and will map to the same region for
all processors.
Coarse Grain Coherence Tracking (CGCT) [9] has been
proposed to eliminate unnecessary broadcasts in order to
improve the scalability of broadcast-based systems. Requests
to non-shared regions of the address space can send a request
directly to the memory controller rather than order their request
on the broadcast bus which is a precious and limited resource.
Tracking sharing patterns on a coarser granularity than cache
lines can take advantage of spatial locality and reduce the
storage overhead associated with maintaining this information. RegionScout [26] makes similar observations about the
benefits of tracking information on a coarse granularity for
coherence purposes.
Tracking coherence state on a region granularity has several
benefits. If a processor holds a region exclusively, it can
upgrade any cache line in that region to a modified state
without sending a request to other processors. If a processor
knows no other core is caching a region, it can send its cache
miss directly to memory without snooping those caches. The
CGCT work tracks if other cores are caching a region; we
expand this to encompass not only if but who is caching each
region.
The structures required by CGCT and RegionScout have
been generalized in RegionTracker [37] to scalably incorporate
additional functionality. Specifically, RegionTracker replaces a
conventional tag array with region tracking structures, and is
shown to achieve comparable performance to a conventional
fine-grained tag array with the same area budget. With RegionTracker, one structure is used to encompass the functionality of
both the fine-grained tags of a conventional cache and maintain
additional information about larger regions. For details on how
RegionTracker achieves this low overhead, we refer the reader
to [37].
Further distinguishing this work from previous proposals
that used region tracking structures to filter away unnecessary broadcasts [9], [26], perform DRAM-speculation [3],
and prefetching [10], Virtual Tree Coherence leverages these
structures to keep track of the current set of sharers of a region.
Additional bits are thus added to the Region Vector Array
(RVA) of RegionTracker to track the current region sharers
and the region root node (these additions will be discussed in
Section 3). The low overhead design of RegionTracker allows
us to optimize for region based sharing with only a very modest
area increase over a conventional L2 cache design.

2. Background

2.2. Virtual circuit tree multicasting (VCTM)

Two key considerations for a coherence protocol are the
network and the storage of state information. In this section,
we provide background on the use of coarse grain tracking of
coherence state as well as the multicast network design that
we leverage for Virtual Tree Coherence.

To reduce bandwidth overhead, Virtual Tree Coherence
utilizes multicasting to send requests to sharers within a region,
rather than broadcasting to all nodes. However, as state-of-theart on-chip networks do not support multicasting (due to the
high hardware overhead of providing such support), multicast
functionality has to be synthesized by sending multiple unicast
messages destined for multiple nodes. This creates high bandwidth overheads which translate to high interconnect delay
and power, reducing the attractiveness of multicast coherence
protocols such as Virtual Tree Coherence.

2.1. Regions
In conventional systems, information about cache coherence
is maintained on a per-block granularity. However, by tracking
coherence information across multiple contiguous addresses (a

Recently, a lightweight multicast network design, Virtual
Circuit Tree Multicasting (VCTM), that can be implemented
within the tight delay, area and power budgets of on-chip
networks has been proposed [14]. VCTM thus makes multicast coherence protocols such as the Virtual Tree Coherence
proposed here viable for CMPs.
VCTM essentially overlays virtual multicast trees on any
unordered interconnect (e.g. mesh, torus, hierarchical meshes).
Figure 1(a) illustrates how a multicast message will have to
be realized with multiple unicasts in a network that does not
support multicasting. VCTM observes that it is much more
efficient (in both power and bandwidth) to only replicate the
messages at forks in the tree. In this example, a message is
thus sent from A to the closest nodes B and C and then those
messages are in turn forwarded to the remaining leaves (Figure
1b). Finally, in Figure 1c, it is shown how VCTM maps the
logical tree to an underlying mesh network.
Each tree is associated with a fixed tree route from the
source to the destinations in the multicast destination set. This
tree route is set up upon the first multicast to a set, with
setup packets snaking through the network to build up the
tree. The tree route information is then stored in virtual circuit
tree (VCT) tables at each router along the path. Subsequent
multicasts to the same set of sharers reuse this tree route by
looking it up in VCT tables. At each intermediate router in
the network, the packet follows the predetermined tree route,
while network resources (virtual channels [12] and buffers)
are granted on a per-hop basis so as to maintain high network
bandwidth.
As may be evident from this brief description of VCTM, its
performance improvement and power savings are predicated
on reuse of the multicast tree, as tree reuse amortizes the
setup time of the tree route, and reduces the size of the
VCT table needed. This makes a VCTM network particularly
suited for VTC: VTC use a multicast tree per coarse-grained
region, and reuses this multicast tree for all requests to sharers
of this region. In the rest of this paper, we will discuss
how Virtual Tree Coherence leverages VCTM to lower its
bandwidth overhead, and how VCTM needs to be modified
to support the ordering properties required by VTC.

These trees are embedded into a physical network of arbitrary
topology by VCTM, with a virtual tree connecting the sharers
of a region. The root of this virtual tree now serves as the
ordering point in place of a directory protocol’
s home node.
Virtual Tree Coherence is a hierarchical protocol. At the first
level, snooping is achieved through logical trees. The second
level of the protocol, the coarse directories provide the caches
with information about which processors must be involved in
first level snooping.
In a nutshell, every request is first sent to its virtual tree root
node (obtained from the local region tracking structure). This
root node orders the requests in order of receipt, then multicasts
requests to all sharers of the region through a VCTM virtual
tree for that region. The above works for all current sharers.
New sharers, however, need to take a 2-level approach: they
have to first go to the directory home node to obtain the root
node. This new sharer will then be updated into the local region
tracking structure and added incrementally into the virtual tree.
Virtual Tree Coherence results in several benefits. First,
the root node can be strategically selected to be one of the
sharers to cut down on latency, especially when sharers are
physically clustered close-by. In a conventional directory, the
directory home node for an address is statically defined given
an address, and is thus not necessarily a sharer. Second,
latency is low, comparable to a broadcast-based protocol, since
we do not need to collect acknowledgments nor wait for a
directory lookup; messages that reach the root node begin their
tree traversal immediately. Third, bandwidth overhead is low
compared to a broadcast-based protocol, as only the current
sharers are involved in the multicast, not all nodes.

3.1. W alk-through Example
TABLE 1
S TEPS C ORRESPONDING TO F IGURE 2
(1)
(2a)
(2b)
(3)

3. Virtual Tree Coherence
Most cache coherence protocols rely on an ordering point
to maintain correctness. In directory-based protocols, the directories serve as an ordering point for requests. With busbased protocols, the bus serves as the ordering point for
requests. Recently several proposals have leveraged the partial
ordering properties of a ring to facilitate cache coherence [24],
[31], [32]. Exploiting the partial ordering properties of a ring
eliminates some of the disadvantages of using a bus; however,
there are some downsides. A ring is a significantly less
scalable topology than a mesh or torus. Logically embedding
a ring into a mesh topology [32] provides a higher bandwidth
communication for data but still suffers from large hop counts
and lower bandwidth for ordering requests.
Virtual Tree Coherence observes that ordering can be
achieved through structures other than a ring or a bus, in
particular, through a tree. Specifically, rather than realizing
ordering through a physical tree interconnect [16]. Virtual
Tree Coherence maintains coherence through virtual trees.

(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

Both A and B issue requests to the root to modify the same
block owned by F with A,B,E,F caching this region, E is the
root node for this region
E receives B’
s root request and it becomes ordered.
E receives A’
s root request, it becomes ordered after B
E forwards B’
s request to all leaf nodes of the region tree
A sees B’
s request has been ordered prior to its own request
A knows it will receive data from B after B has completed
A must invalidated its existing copy so as not to read stale data
E forwards A’
s request to all leaf nodes of the region tree
B sees its own request forwarded from E. B knows its request
has been ordered. B does not need to wait for acknowledgments
F sees B’
s request and responds with the Data
B receives the Data response from F and completes its
transition to Modified State. A,B,F see A’
s ordered request
B invalidates its Modified copy and sends the data to A
A receives the data from B and completes its transition to
Modified State

An example of Virtual Tree Coherence is illustrated in
Figure 2 with the corresponding step descriptions presented
in Table 1. In this example, Node E is the root of this region’
s
tree; as such, all requests to addresses within that region must
be ordered through Node E.
In the example, A and F are initially caching the block
in question (A has the block in shared state and F has the
block in owned state). Both invalidate their blocks when they
see B’
s request from the root node. This prevents A from
reading a stale copy of the block after B has written it.
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Figure 2. Virtual Tree Coherence Example: This example illustrates two exclusive requesters to the same address
in the tree-order protocol. Dashed and curved arrows represent messages originating at or intended for B,solid and
straight arrows represent messages originating at or intended for A. E is the root node for the region being accessed.
Invalidation acknowledgments are unnecessary with VTC for
writes to complete since the virtual trees are snoop-based. This
is analogous to the lack of acknowledgments in a snooping bus
protocol. With VTC, a write can complete when it sees its own
request returned from the root node.
Currently we use a first touch assignment policy to determine the root node. When the first system-wide request for a
region is made to the directory, the requester will become the
root node. The directory stores the identity of the root node
as well as the sharing vector for each region block. Other root
assignment policies could be employed; however, the impact
of these policies as well as root migration is left for future
work.

•

3.2. Ordering
Virtual Tree Coherence provides the following ordering
invariants:
• Ordering Point: Each region is mapped to a single ordering point so all requests to the same address will go to
the same ordering point. This is achieved by assigning
a single virtual tree per region, and having the root of
that virtual tree as the ordering point. Requests are then
unicast to the tree root. This is similar to the use of a
directory as an ordering point.
• Sharers observe the same ordering of requests: requests
multicast from the root node must arrive at leaf nodes in
the same order. Logically, the tree needs to maintain the

•

ordering of a bus: sending a request to the root node of
the tree is equivalent to arbitrating for the bus (observing
the forwarding of one’
s request from the root node is
equivalent to gaining access to the bus). All requests sent
out from the root of the tree will be in a total order. In
other words, requests on the same virtual tree must not be
reordered by the underlying physical interconnect. This is
achieved by modifying VCTM to ensure that each virtual
tree is tied to a single virtual channel.
Cores caching a block must see all coherence requests to
that block: A multicast must contain all current sharers.
Additional non-sharing cores can be included but never
fewer. This is achieved with the second-level directory
always having a complete list of the sharers. When a nonsharer requests a block, it must first get the sharing list
from the directory and be added to the sharing list at
that time. Then when the Tree Root multicasts the new
sharer’s request to all sharers, the current sharers will add
the requester to their sharing list so that region sharing
lists at the L2 cache are kept up-to-date.
Write serialization: Ordering through the root node serializes all writes to the same address region. In Section 4.2,
we discuss how that write order is preserved through the
network from the root to all leaf nodes. Requests to the
same virtual tree maintain a total order. Since write order
is maintained from the ordering point to the leaf nodes,
invalidation acknowledgments are not necessary.

•

Write propagation: A write can complete once it sees
its ordered request returned from the root node; this
guarantees that any subsequent request to that cache block
by any processor will receive the new value written. It is
essential that all cores caching the region be involved in
the virtual tree; stale values are invalidated when the root
forwards the write request to all leaf nodes.

L2 Cache
ata Array
Data

3.4. Relationship between trees and regions
To maintain coherence, all cores caching a region must see
coherence requests to that region. A single tree is maintained
at the root node for that region. Remember, an address maps
to only one region; so that address participates in a single
tree connecting all sharers. All requests use this tree; it is not
possible for a single region to map to multiple trees. If that
is allowed, it would mean that different cores had different
sharing lists for that region and incoherence would result.
Multiple regions can map to the same tree; this simply means
that multiple regions are being shared by the same set of
processors with the same root node. If all cores are caching
a region (for example, a lock variable), a single tree will be
constructed at the root node with all cores as leaf nodes.

4. Implementation
The following section details issues related to the hardware
implementation of Virtual Tree Coherence. Specifically, we
first present high-level changes to the system architecture. Next
we discuss the requirements placed on the underlying interconnection network to preserve coherence ordering. Finally, we
discuss the area overheads of additional structures.

4.1. High level Architecture
Figure 3 presents a high level diagram of the architecture
we are proposing. Each node consists of a core, private L1
instruction and data caches. Modifications are made starting at
the private L2 cache; the key structures for this architecture are

Coarse
Dir

R t
Router
Allocators

Core + L1 I/D
Cache

3.3. Coherence States,Requests,Actions
Coherence information is maintained at the processor at
two granularities. The local last-level cache (L2) maintains
coherence state information on a cache block granularity.
Coherence information is then maintained by RegionTracker,
encompassing multiple contiguous cache blocks. On a perregion granularity, we track which external cores are caching
the region and the location of the root node for this region.
CGCT was first proposed for SMP systems; on clean-shared
misses a request would go directly to the memory controller
rather than waste precious bus bandwidth. Since our work deals
with a many-core CMP, we want requests to stay on-chip to
save miss latency. Therefore, clean-shared misses are multicast
to other cores caching the region. Table 2 gives an overview
of the steps taken based on the region state for loads, stores
and upgrades. Numbers with multiple parts (e.g. 1a and 1b)
indicate actions that occur in parallel.
When a core replaces a region, it notifies the root node for
that region to remove it from the sharing list. The root node
will then construct a new tree for that region with one fewer
leaf node. The other cores caching the region do not need
to be notified since only the root is responsible for sending
coherence requests to all sharers.

Region
Tracker

VCT Table

Figure 3.

Hardware Architecture Diagram

highlighted with bold borders. A RegionTracker sits alongside
the Level 2 cache and maintains sharing lists for currently
cached address regions; this structure also encompasses the
functionality of the Level 2 tags, thus resulting in very small
area overhead. The directory at each node is coarse grained
and also contains sharing lists but is decoupled from the private
L2 cache as regions are distributed across all the directories
in the system. Upon a miss in the RegionTracker, a request
has to go to the directory to obtain the current sharing lists,
thereby refreshing the RegionTracker. Entries are evicted from
the RegionTracker in an LRU fashion. The packet-switched
router has been modified to include VCTM extensions, in
particular the virtual circuit tree (VCT) table. For details about
the VCT overheads, we refer the readers to [14].

4.2. Network design
Virtual tree construction. VCTM maintains a small content addressable memory (CAM) of currently active trees at
the network interface of each node. RegionTracker provides
the destination set required for the coherence request to the
network interface controller which then searches the CAM to
determine if there exists an active tree for this destination set. If
a tree exists, the CAM returns the Virtual Circuit Tree Id which
is used to index into the VCT lookup tables at each router. If
no match is found in the CAM, a new tree must be setup; this
is done with low overhead, per the VCTM mechanisms.
When a sharer has been added to a region, this will result in
a new destination set being provided to the network interface
controller. This will likely trigger a new tree setup unless that
destination set is being actively used by another region. Region
sharing lists are decoupled from Virtual Circuit Trees; multiple
regions can map to a single tree.
Preserving order in the network. We modify VCTM to
restrict virtual channel allocation so as to maintain the ordering
invariants associated with a tree. Specifically, requests must not
be reordered from the time they depart the root node to the time
they arrive at each leaf node. An unrestricted virtual channel
allocation policy would permit such a reordering, leading to a
leaf node seeing a different order than other leaves. As such,
each region is assigned a single virtual channel. All requests
for that region must use the same virtual channel and cannot
change virtual channels at intermediate nodes in the network. It
should be noted that here, ordering only needs to be maintained
within a single virtual tree, not across the entire network.
Hence, different regions and different trees can be assigned
to different virtual channels, which will avoid degrading the
network performance.

Region State
Invalid:
no information
about remote
copies of region

Cache Miss
Load/
Store

Shared:
Other cores are
caching the region
(may be clean/
dirty)

Load

Store

Upgrade

Exclusive
or Modified:
No other core
caching region
Replace

Load
Store
Upgrade
–

TABLE 2
V IRTUAL T REE C OHERENCE
VTC Coherence Actions
1. Request Region Destination Set Information from Directory
2. Directory responds with region sharing list
3. Region state set to Exclusive/Modified if sharing list is null
else Region State is set to shared
4. Load/
Store actions performed according to steps below
1a. Send Read Request to Root Node
1b. Request data from memory: speculative memory request (partially overlap mem. latency w/ordering)
2. Request is ordered by Root Node and forwarded to region sharers
3. Observe own request - ordered w.r.t. other requests to this address
4. Multicast sharers caching data, respond to Read Request with Data
5. If data not on chip, wait for memory response.
1a. Send Store Request to Root Node
1b. Request data from memory: speculative memory request
2. Request is ordered by Root Node and forwarded to region sharers
3. Observe own request
4. Region sharers caching data, response to Store Req. w/Data and invalidate own copy
5. Receive data from multicast sharer or wait for memory response if not cached on chip
Once observed own request and received cache line, it is safe to perform store
1. Sent Upgrade Request to Root Node
2. Root Node Forward Upgrade to all sharers
3. Region sharers caching data observe upgrade request and invalidate cache block
4. If Observe other store/
upgrade request, another request ordered before own
Invalidate cache line, now request that was ordered prior to mine will supply fresh data
5. else if Observe own request, Upgrade complete
1. No other cores caching region - request does not need to be ordered
2. Send Read Request to Memory
1. No other cores caching region - request does not need to be ordered
2. Send Store Request to Memory
1. Can upgrade without sending message
1. Invalidate all copies cached in region
2a. Send Region Invalidate Acknowledgment to Directory
2b. Notify root of invalidation
3. Directory removes sharer from sharing list for region

Scalability. As the number of nodes in the network grows,
VCTM requires additional storage for multicast trees. Each
node in the network is allocated a portion of the Virtual Circuit
Tree tables located in each router. If 64 trees are given to each
core, in a sixteen node system, this will result in 1024 entries
in each VCT table. With 64 cores in the system, this grows to
4096 entries. (Note: the size of each VCT entry remains the
same, with Destination Set CAM entries widened to account
added destinations). As the system grows, so do the number
of unique trees; however, server consolidation workloads will
not realistically access a large percentage of trees. To better
scale the VCTM mechanism, we propose replacing the original
Destination CAM (used to track active trees at the network
interface controller) with a Ternary CAM (TCAM). A TCAM
allows us to collapse similar trees by specifying “don’t care”
bits in the search for an active tree. This will allow us to hit
on an active tree that includes all necessary destinations for
our request with some extra unnecessary destinations included
in the tree. To prevent the use of tree collapsing from driving
up bandwidth, we restrict the maximum size of a similar tree
to be within 2 links of the original tree. As a result, 8 trees
per core can achieve the same performance and hit rates as
64 trees per core, greatly reducing the storage requirements
at each router. Additionally trees with many destinations can
map to a single broadcast tree as well.

4.3. Storage overheads
The storage overheads of Virtual Tree Coherence stem
largely from three components: (1) the RegionTracker structure
in each core, (2) the second-level coarse-grained directory
cache in each core, both adding to the storage overhead,

but (3) as RegionTracker obviates the need for L2 tags, L2
tag array storage overhead is saved. Additionally, the secondlevel coarse-grained directory cache replaces the fine-grained
directory cache required for the baseline directory protocol.
The sizes of these three components clearly depend on the
size of a region, R.
To arrive at R, we perform a characterization study across
our suite of benchmarks. In Figure 4, we present the sharing
patterns for a variety of scientific and commercial workloads
based on various region sizes. Similar to what has been
previously observed [7], [19], the number of sharers for a
cache block (cache block size = 64B) is small. As the region
size increases (16and 64 cache lines), the number of sharers
increases slightly; this increase is a result of false sharing.
Sending multicasts to an increased number of cores will utilize
additional bandwidth but at a substantial area savings for
tracking this information. Previous work leveraging regions
has used a 1KB region size; similarly, we believe this is a
good trade-off between area overhead and multicast sharing
information.
The original RegionTracker proposal consumes area comparable to a conventional L2 tag array assuming 1KB regions and
an 8MB data array. We’ve added additional bits of information,
specifically 16bits to track the multicast sharing vector and 4
bits to track the multicast root node, for 16cores. The region
array size per core is determined by Equation 1 in terms of
N , number of cores and region geometry (e.g. RSets, number
of sets in Region, RegSize, size of each region, RW ays,
the associativity of the region array). Each entry contains the
Region Tag, 3 bits of state, N bits for the multicast sharing

RegionTracker configuration consumes 21% more bits. More
geometries could be explored to find additional area and
memory-reach trade-offs.
64B
1KB

Figure 4.
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Conventional Directory-Based Protocol
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Virtual Tree Coherence
RegionTracker
Coarse-Grained Directory
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904
864
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Characterization of Sharers by Region Size
(a) Storage Breakdown

vector, lo g2 (N ) bits to identify the root and 4 bits of state per
cache line (v alid bit + w ay) in the region.
Regio n A r r aySize = (T ag + 3 + N + lo g2 (N )+
(1)
(RegSize/ C ach eL in eSize) × 4) × RSets × RW ays
For example, assuming a 50 bit address, 1KB regions, 1024
region sets, and 8 region ways, we find the region array size
to be 113 KB. Our simulation parameters assume a L2 cache
of 1MB; where the size of conventional cache tags would be
74 KB.
The second level directories also consume area; however,
compared to a conventional fine-grained directory, coarsegrained directories have significantly greater memory reach
which improves performance by reducing the directory miss
rate. Computing the directory size (in bits) is done using
Equation 2, assuming each directory entry contains N bits for
the sharing vector and lo g2 (N ) bits to identify the owner node
(in a conventional directory) or lo g2 (N ) bits to identify the tree
root with VTC. Directory sizes assuming 1024 directory sets
and 16directory ways are presented in Table 3.
D Size = (T ag + N + lo g2 (N ) + 3) × D ir Sets × D ir W ays
(2)
Bit requirements for the baseline configuration (a conventional L2 +fine-grained directory cache) are compared against
the RegionTracker +coarse-grained directories in Table 3, with
the parameters detailed above. We see VTC has a 21% storage
overhead over the baseline directory-based protocol.
However, this storage overhead can be tuned by reducing
the size of the coarse-grained directories, since a single entry
in the coarse-grained directory covers 16times more memory
than a corresponding entry in a fine-grained directory, with a
region size that is 16times a cache line size. So, we can reduce
the coarse-grained storage to trade off the storage overhead of
RegionTrackers, while still being able to cache and cover more
memory than conventional fine-grained directories. Setting the
number of bits of the fine-grained directory + conventional
L2 tag array = coarse-grained directory + RegionTracker, we
have enough bits for a smaller coarse grain directory composed
of 690 sets and 16ways. With 690 sets and 16ways, the small
(area-equivalent) coarse-grained directory can cache 11MB of
memory versus 1MB of memory that is cacheable with the
fine-grained directory.
Using the same number of sets and ways in both the fineand coarse-grained directories, the coarse-grained directory +

Conventional L2 Tag Array + Fine-Grained Directory
RegionTracker + Coarse-Grained Directory
RegionTracker + Area-equivalent Coarse-Grained Directory

1488
1768
1486

(b) KBit Totals

4.3.1 Scalability. In Section 4.2, we discussed a TCAM technique to improve the scalability of VCTM for larger systems.
For other added hardware discussed in this section, we consider
scalability issues as the number of cores in the system grows.
First, we expect that much larger regions will provide benefit
for systems running server consolidation workloads. Coarse
address regions will include more false sharing but will still
keep virtual machines isolated from one another providing
performance benefits and scalability.
A concentrated mesh (CMESH) [5] has been proposed for
large systems. A CMESH groups four cores to one single
router; so a 64-core system would require a 4x4 mesh. This
clustering can be applied to our storage structures as well; 4
cores can share a region array, last level caches and a coarse
grain directory to reduce the amount of required storage. A
CMESH will also reduce pressure on the VCTM hardware;
multicasts can be routed to network nodes and then broadcast
to the 4 tiles connected to each router.

5. Evaluation
In the following sections, we present our evaluation methodology as well as detailed information regarding the baseline
systems, followed by results.

5.1. Methodology
We use PHARMsim, a full system multiprocessor simulator
[8], [18] built on SIMOS-PPC. Included in our simulation
infrastructure is a cycle-accurate network model including
pipelined routers, buffers, virtual channels and allocators for
both the baseline packet-switched mesh and the routers augmented with VCTM. Our simulation parameters are given
in Table 4. Results are presented for the following commercial workloads: TPC-H and TPC-W [33], SPECweb99 and
SPECjbb2000 [30] and several Splash2 workloads [36]. Details
for each workload are presented in Table 5. We compare
Virtual Tree Coherence against two baselines, a directory protocol and a greedy-order protocol which are explained below.
Statistical simulation is used to quantify overall performance
with 95% confidence intervals [4].

TABLE 4
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Cores
Memory System
L1 I/
D Caches (lat)
Private L2 Caches
RegionTracker
(associated with each L2)
Memory Latency
Interconnect
Packet Switched Mesh
VCTM

16in-order & 64 in-order cores
32 KB 2 way set assoc. (1 cycle)
1 MB (16MB total) 8-way set assoc.
(6cycles), 64 Byte lines
1024 sets, 8 ways, 1KB regions

TABLE 6
S TEPS C ORRESPONDING TO F IGURE 5
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

500 cycles
3 Pipeline Stages
8 VCs w/4 Buffers per VC
64 Trees per source node (1024 total)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

We have configured our simulation environment to support
server consolidation workloads [15], [25] for up to 64 cores.
For the server consolidation workloads, we create homogeneous combinations of each of the commercial workloads listed
in Table 5; e.g. we run 4 copies of SPECjbb to create a 64core workload. Each virtual machine is scheduled to maintain
affinity among the threads of its workload.
TABLE 5
B ENCHMARK D ESCRIPTIONS
Bench.
SPECjbb
SPECweb
TPC-W
TPC-H
Barnes
Ocean
Radiosity
Raytrace

Description
Standard java server workload utilizing 24 warehouses,
executing 200 requests
Zeus Web Server 3.3.7 servicing 300 HTTP requests
TPC’
s Web e-commerce benchmark, DB Tier
TPC’
s Decision Support System Benchmark, IBM DB2 v6.1
running query 12 w/512MB database, 1GB of memory
8K particles, full end-to-end run including initialization
514x514 full end-to-end run (parallel phase only)
-room -batch -ae 5000 -en .050 -bf .10 (parallel phase only)
car input (parallel phase only)

5.1.1 BaselineI: Directory-based Coherence. The first baseline we evaluate VTC against is a standard Directory protocol
modeled after the SGI-Origin protocol [17]. This protocol suffers from the latency overheads associated with an indirection
through a directory on each cache miss. Additionally, to make
this protocol amenable for a many-core architecture, directory
caches must be used. Misses to these directory caches suffer
the latency overhead of going off-chip to memory and can be
quite frequent for server workloads and even more frequent
for server consolidation workloads. For a set of commercial
workloads, miss rates between 22 and 74% have been observed
[22].
5.1.2 BaselineII: Greedy order region coherence. Greedy
order protocols have been proposed for ring interconnects [6],
[24], [29] and overlaid atop unordered interconnects [32]. Here,
as a second baseline, we map and optimize a greedy order
protocol that can leverage the region tracking structures and
multicast network that VTC uses. The key difference is that
VTC relies on the virtual tree for ordering, while greedy order
does not.
In greedy order protocols, requests are ordered by the current
owner. Requests are live as soon as they leave the requester; in
other words, they do not need to arbitrate for a shared resource

(9)

Both A and B issue requests to all processors caching region
to modify a block owned by F with A,B,E,F caching this region
A’
s request reaches B and is replicated and forwarded to E and
F. B’
s request reaches E and F
A’
s request reaches F
B’
s request reached F (Owner) first, so B’
s request will win
E and F respond with acknowledgments to A and B’
s request.
B gets an owner acknowledgment from F
F transitions from owned to invalid
A receives E’
s acknowledgment, B receives E’
s acknowledgment
A receives F’
s acknowledgment, B receives F’
s owner
acknowledgment
B knows its Modified request will succeed, it sends a negative
acknowledgment to A
A receives a negative acknowledgment from B, it has now
collected all acknowledgments and did not succeed so it will
acknowledge B’
s request and it must retry its own request
B collects its final acknowledgment from A and successfully
transitions to Modified State.

such as a bus or pass through a central ordering point such as
a directory. A request becomes ordered when it reaches the
owner of the cache block (another cache or memory). In the
common case when no race occurs, these requests are serviced
very quickly because they do not require the additional latency
of an indirection through a directory. In [24], requests complete
after they have observed the combined snoop response that
trails the request on a ring. Based on the combined response,
a request is successful or must retry.
Mapping and extending Greedy-Order protocols onto an unordered interconnect such as a mesh requires acknowledgments
to be collected from all relevant processors. Also, extending
to regions rather than individual cache lines mean that acknowledgments have to be collected only from cores that are
caching that particular address region rather than all cores. So,
the number of acknowledgments that are expected is derived
from the sharing vector in the region cache. The collection of
acknowledgments is similar to the combined response on the
ring but requires more messages. This is also similar to the
process of collecting invalidates in a directory protocol. The
owner sends an owner acknowledgment signifying the transfer
of ownership. If no owner acknowledgment is received, then
another request was ordered before this one and this request
must retry. Greedy-Order can be applied in a broadcast fashion
as well, where no sharers are tracked and acknowledgments are
gathered from every processor. An example of Greedy-Order
is depicted in Figure 5 and walked through in Table 6.

5.2. Results
In the following sections, we present quantitative performance results comparing Virtual Tree Coherence against our
two baselines. Additionally, we present a comparison between
Virtual Tree-Multicast (VT-M) and Virtual Tree-Broadcast
(VT-B). With VT-B, a virtual tree connects all nodes; however,
regions are used to designate the root node so that there is not
a single root bottleneck. Significant network bandwidth and
dynamic power can be saved by limiting coherence actions to
multicasts instead of broadcasts.
In Figure 6, results are presented for Greedy-Order Multicasting, Virtual Tree Broadcast and Virtual Tree Multicast
Coherence. All results are normalized to BaselineI: Directory
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eveldirect
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5.3. Discussion
Int
he previoussect
ions, we il
l
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rat
edt
hatVTC coul
dprovide subst
ant
ialperformance improvement
soveradirectorybased prot
ocol
.VTC Broadcastperforms wel
lwit
houtt
he
needt
ot
rackmul
t
icastsharinggroups;howevert
he broadcast
prot
ocolpl
acesheavydemandsont
he int
erconnect
ionnetwork
andconsumessignificantunnecessarypowerl
imit
ingit
sabil
it
y
t
oscal
e.
VTC l
argel
y out
-performs Greedy-Order, butt
here are a
few benchmarkswhere Greedy-Orderdoessl
ight
lybet
t
er
.The
keydownside t
oGreedy-Orderprot
ocol
sist
hatt
heycanhave
anunboundednumberofret
rieswhencert
ainrace condit
ions
occur(which can l
ead to st
arvat
ion).In pract
ice, we found
t
he numberofret
riest
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l(fewert
han 10 ret
riesper
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h afew except
ions;Radiosit
y and TPCH exhibitl
arge numbersofret
ries, 696 and327for1000L2
misseswhichaccount
sfort
he l
arge spike int
rafficforGreedyOrder
.Anaddit
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a mesh ascompared t
o it
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he addit
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messagesrequired.W it
h no combined snoop response, t
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isasignificantincrease inacknowl
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highbandwidt
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erconnect
.
In addit
ion t
ot
he probl
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ries, t
he Greedy-Order
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icitordering propert
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oft
he underl
ying net
work funct
ional
it
y.Greedy-Orderonl
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he overhead
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h mul
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icast
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work.GreedyOrderal
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ant
ial
l
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he VCTM
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h VTC, each region hasatmostone t
ree.W it
h
Greedy-Order, eachregionsharercreat
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sowntree resul
t
ing
inaforestoft
reesforwidel
ysharedvariabl
es.
InSect
ion1, we posit
ed4 keyfeat
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e coherence prot
ocolformany-core archit
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ures.Here we examine
how wel
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hese goal
s.
• Limit coherence actions to the necessary subset of
nodes: Coherence request
sare seen by an average of4
coreswit
h 1KB region sizes.Increasing t
he region size
t
radesoffst
orage overhead att
he expense ofmore unnecessarycoresbecominginvol
vedincoherence request
s.
Forexampl
e, wit
haregionsize of4KB, onaverage 10%
more coressee acoherence request
s.
• Fast cache-to-cache transfers: The or
dering point
, t
he
virt
ualt
ree rootisl
ocat
ed atone oft
he region sharers
reducing t
he l
at
ency ofordering arequest
.Virt
ualTree

•

•

•

Coherence out
performsDirect
oryCoherence by25% on
average, a directresul
toffastcache-t
o-cache t
ransfers.
VTC out
-performsGreedy-Orderby an average of11%
byavoidingret
ries.
Limited bandwidth overhead: VTC reduces on-chip
bandwidt
hut
il
izat
ionbyanaverage of35% overabroadcastprot
ocoland45% overagreedyprot
ocol
.We increase
on-chip bandwidt
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il
izat
ion by a fact
orof2.1x over
a direct
ory prot
ocol
.Onl
y in one inst
ance (SPECweb)
didt
hisbandwidt
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imit
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improvement
.
Limited storage overhead: Inourmodifiedsyst
em RegionTracker + Coarse-Grain Directories consume 21%
more area t
han t
he baseline L2 tags + Fine-Grain Directories.However, wit
ht
his increase in area comes
significant
l
y more reach forourdirect
ories.The coarse
direct
ories are abl
e t
ot
ouch 16x more memory wit
h
1KB regionsand t
he same numberofdirect
ory ent
ries.
Addit
ional
l
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+Fine-GrainDirect
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owerdirect
ory cache missrat
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han t
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Scalability: W it
h a 64-core syst
em, VTC out
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hadirect
oryprot
ocolandVT-B byanaverage of31%
and15% respect
ivel
y.

6. Related W ork
Cache coherence research hasbeen ofsignificantint
erest
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e andmul
t
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t
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y ofprot
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ed t
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performance and scal
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it
y on bot
h ordered and unordered
int
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hese priorworkswit
hVirt
ualTree
Coherence int
he fol
l
owingsect
ions.

6.1. Ordered Interconnect
M ul
t
icastsnooping and dest
inat
ion setpredict
ion [7], [19]
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l
l
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at
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6.2. Unordered Interconnect
Token coherence providest
he t
oken abst
ract
ion t
o decoupl
e performance from correct
ness [20].Severalvariant
s of
Token Coherence have been proposed incl
uding one based
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sand one on direct
ories.TokenB, t
he broadcast
Token prot
ocolrequires more bandwidt
ht
han mul
t
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ing
wit
h Virt
ualTree Coherence.Ext
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t
i-chipCM P basedsyst
emsin[23].
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ingserverconsol
idat
ionworkl
oadsrunningonchipmul
t
iprocessors.One proposalut
il
izes t
wo l
evel
s ofdirect
ories
t
o provide fastl
ocalcoherence and correct(and subst
ant
ial
l
y
sl
ower) gl
obalcoherence (wit
ht
he observat
iont
hatgl
obalcoherence israre).The ot
herproposalst
il
lut
il
izeslocaldirect
oriesforfastcoherence withinaserverappl
icat
ionandabacking
broadcastprot
ocolforgl
obalcoherence.The al
t
ernat
ive of
ut
il
izingal
ocalbroadcastbackedbyagl
obaldirect
oryprot
ocol
is ment
ioned butnotexpl
ored.The coherence mechanism
in t
his work is simil
art
ot
he l
at
t
ercase.Firstofal
l
, we
examine adifferenthierarchyt
hanwhatisproposedinVirt
ual
Hierarchies.Assuch, we do notprovide adirectquant
it
at
ive
comparison;however, we doprovide some point
st
hatfurt
her
dist
inguishourproposal
.
Some oft
he performance improvement
sofVirt
ualHierarchiesare predicat
edont
he abil
it
yoft
he schedul
ert
oprovide
l
ocal
it
ybet
weencommunicat
ingandsharingcoresort
hreads.
Virt
ualHierarchieswil
lwork when l
ocal
it
y isnotpreserved;
however, we bel
ieve t
hatt
he coupl
ingofmul
t
icastcoherence
wit
h a fastmul
t
icastsubst
rat
e (VCTM ) resul
t
s in superior
performance.Virt
ual Tree Coherence wil
l support flexible
pl
acementandschedul
ingofcommunicat
ingt
hreads, whereas
t
he benefit
sachieved wit
h Virt
ualHierarchiesare predicat
ed
onphysicalproximit
y.
The act
ionsoft
he second l
eveldirect
oriesin Virt
ualTree
Coherence are very simpl
e unl
ike direct
ories in otherhierarchicalprot
ocol
s.Virt
ualHierarchiesrequiresa very l
arge
numberofst
at
esand t
ransit
ionsin t
he coherence prot
ocolt
o
accommodat
et
wol
evel
sofdirect
ories;t
hisisnott
he case for
Virt
ualTree Coherence.The direct
oriescont
ainst
he sharing
l
istofeachregiont
hatiscachedanywhere onchip, t
he ident
it
y
oft
he t
ree rootfort
hatregion, andwhet
herabl
ockisowned
on-chiporifmemoryist
he owner
.
In-Net
work Cache Coherence [13]repl
acesdirect
oriesby
embedding sharing informat
ion in t
ree st
ruct
ureswithin t
he
net
work.These virt
ualt
rees (differentfrom VTC’
s virt
ual
circuitt
rees) are usedt
ol
ocat
e dat
aon-chip.W henarequest
isen-rout
et
ot
he direct
ory, itcanbumpint
oat
ree whichwil
l
redirectt
he requestt
ot
he appropriat
e core t
hatissharingt
he
cache bl
ock.Thisopt
imizat
iont
arget
st
he direct
oryindirect
ion
l
at
encyandcanl
eadt
ofewerint
erconnecthopst
ofindaval
id
cache l
ine.
However, wit
h In-Net
work Coherence, depending on t
he
rout
e t
aken by a request
, a sharermay be nearby, butt
he
request may miss it and st
il
l have t
o make its way t
he
whol
e st
ret
ch t
ot
he direct
ory.In such scenarios, VTC wil
l
perform bet
t
er
.Cache misses t
hatdo bump int
oat
ree in
In-Net
work Coherence wil
lbe sat
isfied more quickl
yt
han
request
st
hathave t
ot
ravelsignificantdist
ance t
ot
he root
node in VTC.Itshoul
d be not
ed t
hough t
hatin VTC, itis
al
wayst
he case t
hatt
he rootnode isasharerofthe region,
whichmaybe cl
osert
hant
he st
at
ical
l
y-mappeddirect
orynode
in In-Net
work Coherence.Al
so, VTC ut
il
izescoarse-grained
t
rackingwhichrequiresl
essst
orage overheadt
hant
he per-l
ine,
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